
Passions 



Analogy to having meal 
Passion is like a meal. 

Having no passion or passion about bad things is similar to 
having no meal or meal with bad foods ⇒ Auto-destroy. 

Having passions about too many good things is similar to 
eating too much good foods ⇒ Not healthy. 

Having passion about only one good thing is similar to eating 
one kind of meal. Risk of having no food. 

⇒ Having passion about a few good things is the best. 

 



Good vs bad 
Bring benefits to others without harming any others is best. 

Bring benefits to others while sacrificing self to avoid 
harming any others is good. 

All other cases are considered bad. 



Core good passion 
From the start without any clear passion, then use this core 
passion as the foundation: 

Want to be a good person, i.e. always seeking to benefit 
others without harming anyone. 

Making this the core passion will bring immediate happiness 
and meaningful purpose of one’s existence. This will allow to 
expand into other hidden good passions. 



Benefits 



Becoming rich… 
Nobody says “I have no time for my passion”. 

Peoples will spend a lot of times (and still don’t find 
enough) for their passions. If it is not the case, then the 
passion is not considered as firm yet. Need to re-evaluate 
the choices. 

Passionate about good things make the person rich in 
personality. 



Becoming expert 
The more time we invest into the passion: 

● The more fun we have. 
● The more knowledge we gain. 
● The more beautiful meanings we give to life. 
● The feeling of more control in the objectives. 
● The feeling of more control of one’s destiny. 
● The more confident. 
● The more time we invest into the passion. 



Dating compatibility 
Matching list of passions will reveal the success rate of 
matching. 



Conclusion 
Life is meaningful with good passions. 

Don’t be timid to share them. 


